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PIHER - MULTIPROP ARM+3 TELESCOPIC SUPPORT UP TO 318CM

€71,28 (excl. VAT)

The Multiprop telescopic supports from Piher are the best on the market.
This model is the P3 No. 30012 including the Arm + accessory.

Adjustable pressure up to100kg with the Arm+ / 300kg without the Arm+
.Height adjustable from 168cm to 318cm.

SKU: PIH-34093
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Multiprop telescopic supports from Piher are the best on the market.
They feature tiltable anti-slip feet that adapt to any angle.

The patented brake system ensures quick extension and immediate braking.
The many optional accessories make them super versatile in use.

Adjustable pressure up to100kg with the Arm+ / 300kg without the Arm+
.Height adjustable from 168cm to 318cm.

This model is standard equipped with the Arm + accessory, which means that the Multiprop can be operated
with one hand only. Handy to place a false ceiling, for example! One click with your finger and the Arm + shoots
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up to 18cm to already clamp. Then you can simply clamp harder by pressing the handle. This gives you a hand
free at all times.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Telescopic support with one-hand operation
Adjustable pressure up to 100kg / 300kg

Easy to use
Anti-slip feet tiltable to any angle

Tubes of 1mm thick steel
Nylon fiberglass reinforced handle

Patented system
Fully weather resistant

Spring mechanism for quick lock

DESCRIPTION

The Multiprop telescopic supports from Piher are the best on the market. They feature tiltable anti-slip feet that
adapt to any angle. The patented brake system ensures quick extension and immediate braking. The many
optional accessories make them super versatile in use. Adjustable pressure up to100kg with the Arm+ /

300kg without the Arm+ .Height adjustable from 168cm to 318cm. This model is standard equipped with the
Arm + accessory, which means that the Multiprop can be operated with one hand only. Handy to place a false
ceiling, for example! One click with your finger and the Arm + shoots up to 18cm to already clamp. Then you

can simply clamp harder by pressing the handle. This gives you a hand free at all times.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 2,86 kg

Clamping capacity 155-290cm

Clamping force 100kg, 300kg
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YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

PIHER - Mounting set
7-piece PIHER - Dust-free kit

with magnetic door

PIHER - Multiprop
Arm+3 telescopic

support up to 318cm

PIHER - Multiprop P4
telescopic support up

to 375cm

https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-mounting-set-7-piece/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-mounting-set-7-piece/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-mounting-set-7-piece/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-dust-free-kit-with-magnetic-door/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-dust-free-kit-with-magnetic-door/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-dust-free-kit-with-magnetic-door/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-arm3-telescopic-support-up-to-318cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-arm3-telescopic-support-up-to-318cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-arm3-telescopic-support-up-to-318cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-arm3-telescopic-support-up-to-318cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-telescopic-support-up-to-375cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-telescopic-support-up-to-375cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-telescopic-support-up-to-375cm/
https://tendotools.com/en/product/piher-multiprop-telescopic-support-up-to-375cm/

